


Frequently, there are two main
pitfalls that even experienced

salespeople can fall into in terms of
activities. First, they simply aren’t
doing enough. What’s enough?
Enough telephone calls to make
appointments, enough face-to-face
calls, enough calls that involve or
influence the decision-makers. In
general, the more focused sales
activity salespeople generate, the
greater the number of sales
opportunities they can create.

But let's be clear, we can all be
busy fools; quality trumps quantity
every day of the week.

Second, but equally important,
salespeople often aren’t clear about
how to identify the prospects most
likely to have a genuine need for
their product or service. Without an
objective way to priorities which
prospects to contact first and/or an
efficient strategy for contacting
them, salespeople are doomed to
waste a large percentage of their
time.

Another huge dilemma for many
salespeople is how to divide their
time between servicing existing
clients and generating new business

from new prospects. Existing clients
frequently make requests for service
that could be dealt with by support
staff. But salespeople, who lack a
disciplined, future-orientated plan for
generating new contacts and sales,
often find themselves spending
more time attending to “urgent”
tasks for existing accounts instead.

A common approach among
salespeople can be summarized in
the saying “If you throw enough mud
against the wall, some of it is bound
to stick” This approach is
exhausting, demoralizing, extremely
unproductive, and very expensive in
the long term.

Marketing now provides another
interesting dimension to activity
management. Apart from product or
service knowledge, salespeople
require knowledge about prospects,
clients, and market trends.
Therefore, if the information those
salespeople require is not relayed in
an efficient manner, their face-to-
face selling activities are
dramatically reduced.

In the book Emerson’s Essays,
there is a section on “Law of
Compensation” which can be

summarized simply as “give more,
get more.” This is what most
salespeople try to do, so they end up
working harder when they could be
working smarter.

This begs the question, are your
sales activities deciding your
strategy or is your strategy deciding
your sales activities?

The “Sales Holy Grail?” -
Sustained sales growth achieved
efficiently, reliably, consistently
and by design.

Jonathan Farrington
Editor & CEO of TSW 

More from and about Jonathan
HERE
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Yooba, founded in 2001, has
been a leader in the technical

evolution specializing in interactive
software solutions for business
support and development. Skillfully
harnessing digital and interactive
opportunities since 2011, Yooba’s
focus has been on the
transformation of sales processes
into buying processes, with the U.S.
now as its fastest growing market. 

JF:  On your website yooba.com
you are positioning yourself as a
“Sales Meeting Performance
Platform,” what challenges are
you addressing here?

DN: Forrester-study, released in late
2013 concluded that, “Only 20% of
salespeople get to meet with an
executive-level buyer and only one
in four of these salespeople get
agreement from executive buyers to
meet again”. If you have 100 sales
reps carrying out 2 meetings a day
for 200 days a year we are talking
about 40000 meetings, that’s a huge
number of meetings that potentially
can go wrong. We are addressing
the two big challenges captured in
the Forrester study data.

First Sales Meeting
Performance uses performance
indicators and real data to analyze
what takes place in a meeting and
understand how to increase the
success rate of those meetings.

Prior to Yooba, one needed to be
on site to analyze a meeting to
understand what impacted the
outcome. Companies have KPI´s for
the sales pipeline and for a customer
life cycle but when it comes down to
actual face-to-face meeting they rely
on the information brought to them
by the individual sales rep, which
always will be subjective opinions in
some way. Sales Meeting
Performance provides real data to
assess what has happened in a
sales meeting.

Second, as the buyers have
changed and are more informed
than ever, we need to fully support
the sales rep in totally new ways.
Yooba does that through Interactive
Presentations that are loaded with

answers to support the sales
conversation as that conversation
evolves. The interactive platform and
the structured content helps reps
navigate to the slides that are
relevant to the customer. This is
particularly helpful when you realize
that 80% of salespeople are not the
20% “star performing” reps.

JF:  How are all the different sales
methodologies addressed by
Yooba? 
DN: Yooba is sales methodology
agnostic but the important first step
for all customers is to confirm that
the company’s sales process is
working. We help them validate their
strategies. By tagging the content
they use in their presentations we
can get sales meeting data that’s
basically a timeline on what content
has been presented, the sequence,
and for how long. This meeting data
helps managers coach, because
they have a deeper understanding of
the outcome of sales meetings
based on the success rate. We make
sure the sales process is effective
and then support the methodology
behind it. From there we make
refinements as needed.

JF:  How is meeting data used to
analyze success rate? 
DN: We are able to analyze success
rates because all meetings are
identified as Lost, Progress or Win.
By comparing the meeting outcomes
we can easily see the difference

Sales Are No Longer A Guessing Game
Jonathan Farrington interviews David Nordin, founder and product innovator at Yooba.
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The Jonathan Farrington Interview

between how the content has been
used. 

JF:  Can you provide us with a
concrete example how that can be
of help?
DN: Here are two concrete
examples:

For a logistic company we
showed that for 75% of their
meetings the presentations didn't
last more than 8 minutes. 50 reps
over 70 days conducted 80 meetings
each, totaling 4000 meetings. In not
one of these meeting, did the sales
reps achieve a follow up meeting
with the prospect or close a deal. 

With another customer, by
adjusting the sequence we saw over
a 2000% increase in success rate.
Managers used the data and
coached their sales reps to delay
talking about the solution until later in
the conversation. Insight into the
sales meetings and focused
coaching resulted in these kind of
numbers. 

JF:  You are mentioning coaching.
Accordingly to CSO insights -
2015 Sales Management
Optimization report coaching is
one of the 2015 top sales
management effectiveness priorities.
What’s Yooba take on that?
DN: Coaching and continuous
learning are fundamental aspects of
the sales process and our
objectives. We believe coaching also
needs to be accessible in the
presentation itself. Why make it
harder than it is for reps? We provide
a mode for learning that allows for
self -coaching. When learning mode
is active, all interactive touch points
are automatically visible. This way

the rep can practice to navigate
whenever needed. Similar to
Powerpoint we give speakers notes,
not only slides but also for any
content that the sales reps needs by
just tapping a note and the
information becomes visible either in
text or in video or audio.

As presentations are frequently
updated its really important that the
sales rep has easy access to both
updates and learning. For example,
if marketing pushes a new update, it
becomes communicated in the right
way during the sales conversation.

We can communicate anything
from strategic mentoring, to product
feature news and value statements
directly from the presentations.

JF:  What’s your take on the sales
and marketing alignment issue?
DN: Marketing has historically
worked with data. From a sales
performance perspective, we finally
bring marketing and sales closer
with our sales technology as the
foundation. 

It gives marketing a chance to be
present virtually in sales meetings so
they can clearly see what content is
being used or not and the impact of
what they are providing. Is it
supporting the sales conversation?
No more personal opinions or
misunderstandings – the data
doesn’t lie.

JF:  What more could you say to
illustrate what an Interactive
Presentation is and should be
able to carry out.

DN: At Yooba we believe sales reps
must be supported fully to help them
succeed. The Interactive Presentation
takes much of the weight off their
shoulders so they can focus on
sales. For instance, any documents
that need to viewed or shared should
be stored inside the presentation.
Online and offline content is
available, for example webpages
can be accessible. What sales reps
need to make an impactful
presentation is easy to select and
share directly during the
presentation. No backlog of
promised tasks that can be
forgotten. 

We must keep the focus on the
sales reps. Any modern sales
technology needs to be simple and
clear, otherwise it’s not used. We’ve
seen that in so many cases, and for
sure, experienced it ourselves. We
start with the sales rep and from
there we provide marketing and
management with unique data.
That’s how we take the guesswork
out of sales meetings and improve
performance.

JF:  I really like the additional
control and functionality Yooba
provides, is it possible for our
readers to get a free trial, so that
they can see for themselves how
good it is?
DN:Absolutely! We really
encourage everybody to take a free
test drive, and they will find all the
details HERE n
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As I listened and felt the music I
was intrigued as how two lead

their teams; they anticipated the
next movement or group to
contribute and keep the pace that
was required to succeed-always
just ahead or anticipating the next
phase. Obviously I am drawing the
analogy back to you as the sales
leader. I see many times where the
executive or sales manager are
caught off guard; missed forecasts,

someone leaves the team
unexpectedly, marketing programs
are unsuccessful or salespeople
cannot accurately sell products/
services or your company.

The role of sales leadership
must incorporate levels of
management, strategic vision and
tactical programs as well as the
emotional aspect of creating an
environment for success. We have
covered many of those elements in

past blogs and my monthly
newsletter; Why Sales Managers
Succeed! In each concert the
Maestro/conductor had to assume
the same role with the sales
responsibilities.

What can you do to become a
better conductor or even a Maestro
of your sales team? It is not easy,
that is why most sales managers
fail in the first 18 months. I have
listed below a few of the actions

This was a musical weekend. Friday evening we went to the Knoxville Symphony, it was
the final program by Lucas Richman who has lead the symphony for the past 12 years
and Sunday was Music Sunday at our church, with Bell Choirs, guest musicians, the adult
and children’s choir and many ensembles it was a festival morning. In both situations
there was no doubt as to who was in charge and who knew the details-the
Maestro/conductors.

Are You the Maestro of Your Sales Team?



Ken Thoreson 

that we see missing when sales
managers are struggling:

1.  Take time to ponder; find your
own private time to think about your
team, the direction it is heading,
what’s working, what’s not and the
next six month plan. I use to do this
at least once a week or at times
when I was flying frequently I would
shut down the work and simply take
a blank tablet (paper☺), and write
notes to myself as issues popped
into my mind. In the concert both
conductors discussed why and they
picked the music for each concert,
they had taken the time to make
sure that the music fit the event.

2.  Schedule formal one on ones;
these monthly meetings are not
about the forecast, they are
designed for you to have a
conversation with your team
members about: How is everything
going? A good leader has insights
into the personal and professional
lives of each person on their team,
they learn what motivates them and
what doesn’t, this meeting allows
for open communication and a
building of trust. This level of trust is
crucial in high performance sales
teams when personality’s and
tensions sometimes cause conflict.
Learn to read your team. In an
orchestra, each group of musicians
i.e. violins to horns meet with the
conductor to ensure they
understand the piece of music and
what is expected.

3.  Study and learn accountability;
in a research study we did several
years ago, we showed that most
entrepreneurs failed at holding their

direct reports accountable, we see
the same with most sales
managers. Dashboard and CRM
reports are one thing but does your
team as individuals and together
feel accountable to achieving the
organizations goals? This is not
micro-management regarding
doing the numbers… but rather an
understanding that the team must
achieve its goals as it is their
responsibility to the rest of the
members of the organization who
are not in sales. The sales leader
must reinforce this whenever
possible, especially during the
monthly company meeting with all
the employees. The Maestro I am
sure reinforced to each musician
their individual contribution and
importance to the overall concert.

4.  Focus on continuous training;
in the field or in the office. The
Maestro congratulated the #1 chair
with a handshake but recognized
the entire orchestra whenever the
audience responded. He made sure
that everyone knew their music but
set a standard in recognizing those
that had taken the time to master
their craft. I am sure there were
many rehearsals before the main
event! It is the sales manager’s job
to evaluate each salesperson’s
talent and skill level and to develop
team and individual sales training
programs. Increase the level of
professionalism at all times. In June
we will be releasing a 5 set series of
online video sales management
training courses.

5.  Put systems in place; when we
go onsite to consult with
organizations it is not unusual to
find no New Hire On-Boarding
programs in place, limited sales
training or sales meeting
templates/agendas being used or
solid sales process or interviewing/
recruiting systems implemented.
Struggling organizations thrash
back and forth as if they were
putting fingers into the dikes to stop
the flooding-it’s a continual circus of
confusion and frustration-nothing
seems to work. This breeds
ineffective teams. Leadership must
act on a continuous quest for
quality improvement. One of the
reason our Sales Managers Tool Kit
is one of most popular resources is
there are over 40 tools/documents
and best practices included, take a
look at it before you consider re-
inventing a process or sales
management tool. Each conductor
had their music sheets ready, each
musician knew when to change
chairs, the microphone worked and
the lights went down or came up at
the appropriate time. There was a
system in place. Even the ushers
knew when and how to escort us to
our seats!

These are just five ideas, what
ideas do you have to increase your
level of success? I encourage you
to share them with our community.
Have a fun time and dance to the
music. n
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Ken Thoreson is the President of Acumen
Management Group, Ltd. Find out more here.
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In a novel or movie, there needs
to be a central focus on emotional

tension between the hero and the
heroine that will keep you
interested, keep you on the edge of
your seat or have you personally
invested. If it were all about the
situations and facts and external
story lines without the emotional
tension, we would lose interest
pretty quickly.

In a flirtatious or romantic
exchange between two people
there is a certain amount of tension
that is needed to lead to successful

and mutual sex, and that is for the
guy to become a master at creating
anticipation. Because most women
love anticipation then the two steps
forward and one step backwards
scenario creates the most
successful emotional tension that
leads to results.

In music designed to help us
relax, release or reminisce, we,
as listeners react to the tension in
what we hear. This tension, built
through elements that include
harmony, rhythm and melody and
produced either singly or

collectively, impact our emotional
intensity. Try watching a horror
movie without the sound, a
romantic TV show without the soft
and slow tear-jerking music or try a
rock and roll track being played
without a guitar and realise the
impact of that anticipatory tension
created that makes us emotionally
invest.

The art of tension is crucial to
success BUT it must be the right
kind of tension. For every positive
there must be a negative – that’s
the law of opposites.

So what that means is that in a
sales environment, we are going to
come across people, no matter our

Ever read a book, wanted sex or turned up the music?

How Tension Trumps Pressure in
a Sales Scenario 



Bernadette McClelland

intention, who will view us with
arms crossed, coming to the table
with their own set of beliefs about
what they have heard, read or
noticed about us, pre-occupied and
set in their way of thinking that
means they can see no apparent
and immediate value we can add.

The tension is negative.
Our role is to reduce the

negative tension and to increase
the anticipatory tension.

And that can be both difficult and
fun and yes, sometimes worthy of
walking away from.

It won’t matter how well you
build rapport and reduce that
negative tension, it’s what you do
next that is key.

My most viewed article, ‘nobody
cares about your product – truly’
demonstrates that very point,
because nobody does care about
what you sell, and so your role is to
find out what they do care about.

Start talking product on that first
call, that first visit or with that first
company PowerPoint presentation
and you undo the relaxed and
released state you have created in
building rapport. Sure, the tension
increases – but it is the wrong kind
of tension.

You will have just created an
environment with absolutely no
anticipation.

You have just taken the tension
back up to where it started from -
negative, sceptical and untrusting.

At this point the buyer will not
know why they are feeling what
they are feeling because it's
happening at a subconscious level.
In their gut. But they will be thinking
'this person isn't like me and doesn't
get me'. And you will be undoing the

relationship you are beginning to
build because you are making it all
about you and what you can get.
Trust is beginning to dissipate. Why?

You are creating a pressure
situation and not a tension
situation.

Think about yourself. If you buy
something and you feel in a
pressured frame of mind, no matter
how much you need the product,
you will harbour some type of
negative emotion – maybe
resentment, maybe resistance or
maybe buyer’s remorse.

So what do you do to create the
right type of tension that gets
results and connects with someone
at the same time?

l  When you build rapport to
diffuse the negative tension and
to increase the anticipatory tension,
it is more than assessing body
language and sussing out what
personality profile they are. You
position yourself as an industry
expert by the statements you make
that demonstrate your knowledge
of their industry trends, their trigger
events and the challenges of their
tasks at hand.
l  Once the rapport is built and you
sense an alignment of values you
acknowledge this phase and
position yourself as a trusted
advisor by the questions you ask.
Questions that relate to their wants
and their needs, their pleasure and
pain and even questions that might
go personal.
l  Once the questions are asked

and you have the answers you
need, you clarify what you know
and by having the strength of
character to hold that space open,
you position yourself as an
extension to their business and
jointly work on shifting the status
quo and creating change that
impacts the profits, the business’
purpose and the people who will
work to make it happen.

None of this is rocket science.
But the path to building the right
kind of tension though, for some, is
rocket science because it is so
counter-intuitive.

Just like hang-gliding requires
you to pull the handle in when you
jump off a cliff rather than push it
out (see post), breaking down
negative tension and creating
anticipatory tension, means having
to reprogram your approach. It
means being mindful about not
being too collaborative or
emotional (which is counter-
intuitive for some) or being mindful
about ways to become a little more
collaborative and emotional (which
is counter-intuitive for others).

So, whether it's a movie you are
watching, a potential partner you
are woo-ing or a buyer you are
winning over, remember that
people will pay for tension to be
released. They won’t pay for
pressure to be built.

The secret is in the fine line.
Here's to fine lines.

Be Bold and Brilliant!             n
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Bernadette McClelland is a International Keynote
Speaker. Find out more by visiting here.
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Let me give you an example. I
was sitting in an Opportunity

Review with the MD of a client
recently, watching a Sales Person
use his Opportunity Plan to present
an opportunity. Part of the way

through the MD whispered to me
‘don’t believe a word he is saying’. It
was clear that the presentation was
based on assumptions and that the
Sales Person was only talking
about the positive aspects of the

opportunity to avoid awkward
questions rather than being
transparent about the situation to
identify weaknesses and required
actions to resolve them.

This happens all the time
This is not an isolated incident.
Time after time I see scenarios like
the one I witnessed recently in a
discussion about Opportunity
Qualification. Our client sells
software to the Insurance Industry
and the Sales Person who was

Sales people are not fools. But this well-known saying
brings home a problem that I often see; many Sales
People appear to use Sales Tools but don’t really
understand their purpose or master the underlying selling
skills.

A Fool With a Tool is Still a Fool 



Phil Kreindler

presenting didn’t have enough
leads. Instead of looking objectively
at the Qualification Criteria and
highlighting selling risks he did
everything he could to sell the
opportunity internally and justify
investing pre-sales resources. 

Many Account Plans are filled
out to ‘keep-the-manager-happy’
but contain little substance. A
common part of an Account Plan is
a Customer SWOT analysis but
rarely has the Sales Person
grasped the questions he needs to
ask to get this information from the
customer.

Similarly, follow up letters sent
after initial meetings that are full of
sentences that start with ‘we’
suggest to me that the writer is very
comfortable talking about the
company and the products but less
good at asking questions, listening
and understanding what the
customer really needs. It reminds
me of a little nugget of wisdom I
heard recently ‘The ability to speak
several languages is an asset. The
ability to keep your mouth shut in
any language is priceless’.

Perhaps the time I most often

see people going through the
motions of using a tool but really not
using it properly is in win/loss
interviews. I can quite understand
why, but Sales People all too often
accept the first thing customers say
about losing a deal – usually
something about price or product
features. They don’t want to delve
deeper and find out if there is
anything they as Sales People
could have done better.

Understanding the value of a
tool
I recently completed a workshop for
a North American supplier to the
mining industry so they were all
pretty straight talking, hard-nosed
guys. The objective of the
Leadership Team workshop was to
discuss and validate the content of
a Sales Training to be rolled out
globally. 

At first I thought the workshop
was going very wrong because the
most senior guy questioned
everything. But after a while I
realised he was pushing his team to
think hard about all the
implementation obstacles and find
strong arguments to justify why the
tools and underlying capabilities
were necessary. By the end of the
workshop everybody understood
what all the tools were for and the
required skills behind them – the
participants were not going to
simply go through the Sales
Process ticking boxes and they
wouldn’t allow people who reported
to them to do so either.

It’s all about mind set
Now I can’t recommend this sort of
aggressive questioning technique
for every organisation but the
principle is right for everyone using
a Sales Process or managing
people who do. You have to get
everybody’s buy-in. That means
understanding the thinking behind
each step in the process and the
value of doing it properly. 

It may be tough to have a lead
turned down at Qualification stage
especially if it means you have to
go and find new leads. But it’s
better than wasting time and
resources on a bid that is never
going to be won. And nobody likes
to hear the uncomfortable truth
about things they could have done
better, but how can you learn if you
don’t know what your own
weaknesses are?

It is vital that managers ensure
their team members understand
why each step of the Sales
Process and each Sales Tool is so
valuable.

Questions to ask yourself 
1.  Do you understand the purpose
and value of each step in the Sales
Process and every Sales Tool?
2.  Do your managers lead by
example and demonstrate the
underlying selling skills behind
each tool?
3.  Do you try hard to get feedback
on your own performance, even
when it may be uncomfortable?     n
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Philip Kreindler is the CEO of Infoteam Consulting.
Find out more by visiting here.

It reminds me of a little
nugget of wisdom I
heard recently ‘The

ability to speak several
languages is an asset.

The ability to keep your
mouth shut in any

language is priceless’.
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Simple job right? Find the right
audience, identify those with

need, and get them interested in
learning more.

Of course reality isn’t nearly the
simple. Yet companies continue to
hire aggressively, throw people at a
phone and a list, and wonder why
they aren’t hitting their number.

If you’re managing a sales
development or business
development representative (BDR)
team, make sure the following
seven symptoms aren’t dragging
down your results.

They lack discipline
Sales development is a difficult job.
It requires a high volume of activity
that can typically only be
consistently achieved by staying

focused on execution for stretches
of time. This takes discipline and a
set or productivity & efficiency skills
that most BDRs aren’t naturally
equipped with. This training alone –
helping your reps hone the ability to
focus and execute – can alone
significantly increase their capacity
and results.

They don’t understand your
customers or their industry
Sales training too often focuses on
product knowledge at the expense
of customer and industry
knowledge. Do your reps know who
they’re speaking to? Do they know
their language, their slang, their
acronyms? Do they understand the
calendar cycles of their industry
such that they can speak credibly,

build rapport, and continue the
conversation?

Their lists suck
Lists always suck. There is no
perfect list. But too often BDRs are
given lists that marketing says are
fine, but in reality cause a dramatic
drop in their productivity. Those
lists may “appear” find when used
to send email, because the
resulting response metrics look
fine. But if you require an individual
rep to call each and every
prospect, they’ll end up wasting
time with a high volume of
prospects that don’t exist, are the
wrong buyer, or take five times too
long to reach simply because the
data hasn’t been updated in
forever.

7 Reasons Why Your BDRs
Aren’t Making Quota 
The role of sales development is exploding, as companies exponentially grow the number
of sales professionals employed and focused on lead development and appointment-
setting capacities.



Matt Heinz

Their pitch sucks
Left to their own devices (and far
too many BDRs are), and in a
vacuum of customer/industry
understanding, your reps will create
a pitch that is product-centric. It will
confuse your prospects, delivered
out of context and in the midst of a
crazy-busy day that allow for zero
wiggle room to interpret something
new that isn’t easy to understand.
Great pitches aren’t about product,
they’re about people and products.

They lack motivation
Motivation can be simple. It can be
$20 bucks in beer money on a
Friday afternoon. It can be
recognition in front of their peers. It
can be the little things that help
jump-start behavior and create
habits. If you think motivation is

“well, they have a job and our comp
plan is solid”, you’re missing an
opportunity to not just drive greater
productivity but retention and
loyalty as well.

They’re pushing prospects too
far, too fast
“Thanks for downloading our white
paper, would you like to see a
demo?” Uh, no thanks. You can’t
ask prospects to sleep with you on
the first date. If your primary metric
across the sales development team
is demo appointments, you might
be moving too fast for your
prospects. Appointments are fine,
but up front they should be

positioned based on the prospect’s
needs, not your product pitch.

They lack empathy and
customer understanding
This is a culmination of training and
practice. Of listening to those who
came before you, and to the shifting
needs of the prospects you’re
speaking with every day. The BDRs
that care more about their
prospects than they do their
products consistently perform
better. Even over the phone, your
prospects will hear this and
respond positively to it.                     n

Matt Heinz is President of Heinz Marketing.
Find out more by visiting here.

Stay Connected
with Top Sales
World ….
Join our lively LinkedIn group and rub
shoulders with the top sales experts
in the world. 

And follow us on Twitter (we will
follow you back).



When considering credentials, we have
deliberately looked across a broad spectrum
of sales “disciplines” - from lead generation to
sales enablement, social selling to sales
management, inside sales, external sales,
consultative sales and collaborative sales. Our
list contains authentic thought leaders, who
are prepared to stick their heads above the
parapet and discuss the future of selling, as
well as some who are less experienced, but
nevertheless are making a telling contribution.

The definition of influence? We like this very
simple one: “The capacity to have an effect on
the character, development, or behaviour of
someone or something”

We think we have 50 people here, who most
definitely align with that definition. But - and
this is very big BUT - this is TSW’s view of the
sales universe, and we fully respect the views
of others who may disagree with our
selections.

Editorial Team

You will find full details HERE

In Case You Missed It ….
Last week, we announced the 2015 Top Sales Influencers List.

TOP SALES WORLD
INSPIRING THE GLOBAL SALES COMMUNITY



Tony Cole

When you are getting ready to
start your day as a

professional sales person or sales
manager, you may not pay a lot of
attention to what is happening in
the cockpit of your sales aircraft or
to "the dashboard" that provides
critical information about the state
of your business. Normally, you
jump in the pilot's chair and fly off
into your day. You have a pretty
good idea of where you are going
THAT day... so you probably don’t
give much attention to the "preflight
plans" for the rest of the week,
month or quarter. 

But, if you stop to think about
your flight/business in longer terms,
you know that, over the year, you
will probably hit a lot of turbulence.
And if used properly, your business
dashboard, like the control panel of
a 757, could provide you with the
critical information that you will
need to make the vital decisions
required at those critical moments.
In other words, it would be nice to
have a system of alerts to give you
warning BEFORE you are on the
verge of crashing.

Have you looked at YOUR

dashboard lately? What does it tell
you? What alerts or warning
systems do you have in place to let
you know when you are losing
altitude and attitude? How do you
know if all systems are working
properly and that your sales aircraft
will get you safely to your
destination - on time and on target?
What should you be monitoring and
doing every day (priorities) in your

"preflight inspection" to make sure
that you improve the probability of
"getting there"?

Here’s my suggested short list of
selling priorities: Prospecting, talking
to people, scheduling appointments,
conducting disqualifying
appointments, presenting and
getting decisions. Just like for each
engine of the aircraft, each of your
priorities should have a gauge (a
standard of performance) and a
RPMS, or required ground speed (a
set time frame), necessary for
safely lifting-off and landing your
aircraft at the proper destination.

Having a thoroughly monitored
dashboard of sales priorities to help
you execute a safe landing (your
goal) is a MUST!                               n

Managing Your Selling Priorities.
Priorities Get Done; Everything Else is JUST Talk!
When you are in an airplane, you may or may not pay
much attention to what is going on in the cockpit. You may
happen to glance at the massive control panel (dashboard)
with all the switches, gauges, nobs and buttons, but it’s
just a glance... before you hustle on to your seat to get
settled in for the flight. But the pilot does, thankfully.
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Tony Cole is President & Co-Owner of Anthony
Cole Training Group, LLC. Find out more here.



VISIT HERE



2015 Top Sales Academy
Next Session Released on June 19th

One of the key reasons companies like Rockwell
Automation, Microsoft, Apple, Salesforce.com, and
others thrive is they truly understand their value to
public. Do you? In this working session you will learn to
create a value inventory. This matrix of value identifies
the key issues, pains, and goals, your market is facing
and how your organization is responding. You learn to
connect your real value with the economic impact it
has on your prospects. Come prepared to work (not
just watch and listen) as Michael Nick walks you
through designing and building a value inventory
matrix.

FREE Registration for Academy Here

Understanding and Building your Inventory of Value
Michael Nick



2015 Top Sales Academy

June 19th Michael Nick
"Understanding and Building your
Inventory of Value"

July 3rd Matt Heinz
"How Sales Operations Can Double 
Your Sales Team's Productivity"

July 10th Tamara Schenk
“Frontline Sales Manager’s Dilemma –
Coach, Leader and Business Manager” 

July 17th Linda Richardson
“Changing the Sales Conversation:
Insights > Ideas > Solutions”

June 26th Deb Calvert
“Stop Selling & Start Leading” 

Phase Three is running from May
to June 2015. Each week a new
session will become available on
site for registered members to
view. Registration is free - Go here!

June/July Timetable



Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

Just like anything shiny and new,
social selling suffers from a fair
amount of hype. And with hype
comes misunderstanding.

Sales reps and leaders eager to
embrace the next generation of
selling tactics often jump in with
both feet. While this enthusiasm is
great, sometimes they dive in
before they understand what social
selling really is, or what they’re
trying to achieve. This is a recipe for
disaster.

So instead of another piece
listing the benefits of social selling
and the results that can be reaped
through social selling tactics, I

thought I’d combat some of the
hype by writing on what social
selling isn’t. Then business leaders
can go in with a clear
understanding of what they’re
getting into -- and what they’re not.

Social selling isn’t outsourcing
to Marketing.
Social selling is about curating and
sharing content. Since content is
generally Marketing’s job, some
companies think social selling falls
under their jurisdiction. Wrong. How
can salespeople connect with their
buyers through social and ...

Discussing content coverage
issues can become quite confusing.
For a content marketer, content
coverage is focused on the early
stages of the customer’s journey to
drive demand and lead generation.
It’s a bit different for product
marketers. They see content
coverage in all customer’s journey
phases where their “marketing
content” is required. And for
salespeople, it’s again different.
They complain that the content is
too product-oriented; it doesn’t help
them engage on the level of
business challenges, and doesn’t

help them engage in different
industries. Last but not least, sales
enablement also has another
perspective. This discipline often
tries desperately to orchestrate all
the different content streams to
create meaningful, valuable content
that’s ready to use for sales while
ensuring consistent messages to
the sales force. Often, this ambition
seems to be like putting a quart of
soup into a pint pot. Most
organizations don’t consider
content a strategic imperative for
sales success. Three gaps have ...

Read More Here u

Read More Here u
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This Week’s Top Sales Article
What Social Selling Isn't 
by Jill Rowley

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Three Gaps That Lead to Insufficient Content
Coverage and How to Fix Them by Tamara Schenk
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.

Our Principal Sponsor is

Our 2015 Partners...


